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NUST shares wildlife expertise with Ghana
Two NUST academics, Dr Morgan Hauptfleisch and Dr Vera de Cauver, in partnership with Bushskies Aerial Photography,
conducted a wildlife census and monitoring training project in Ghana. Dr Hauptfleisch is the Research Coordinator, and
wildlife scientist, whilst Dr De Cauver is the Spatial Science expert. The pair, from the Faculty of Natural Resources and
Spatial Sciences, was joined by well-known Namibian ecologist Dr Chris Brown.

The project, sponsored by the European Union, started
approximately two months ago and it will conclude
at the end of April. The focus of the collaboration was
particularly on the Mole National Park, Ghana’s largest
wildlife refuge, covering an area of 4 840 km2.
Since 2015, NUST and Bushskies Aerial Photography
- a Namibian company specialising in aerial surveys,
have partnered in developing specialised techniques
to count wildlife over large areas. “Knowing the sizes of
wildlife populations is important for conservation and
sustainable management strategies. Our experience
and knowledge in this field made us the ideal candidates
to survey a premier national park of this kind,” remarked
Dr Hauptfleisch. A number of ground-based studies
facilitated by the use of motion-triggered camera
traps and ranger surveys, have already been conducted
during this exercise.
An aerial count was last done in 2006, and therefore, an
aircraft is currently on route from Accra to survey the

entire park. “This park is very important in the West
African wildlife sector, as it contains healthy populations
of species in a region under tremendous poaching and
human development pressure,” Dr Hauptfleisch added.
So far, the team has surveyed large breeding populations
of indigenous West African herbivores, such as kob,
defassa waterbuck, buffalo, western hartebeest and
roan antelope. Elephants are also quite common.
Through the deployment of infrared camera traps, the
team was able to confirm the presence of a number of
carnivores, including leopard, spotted hyena and civet.
Four species of primates have also been recorded.
The park is hoping to use this information to apply for
UNESCO World Heritage status. NUST is hopeful that
the project will lead to a long-term relationship, where
students and researchers from Namibia and Ghana
can share expertise and resources to preserve the
continent’s unique wildlife.
LEFT: Ovadhimba women showing-off their cultural
attire.
BOTTOM, standing, from left: Dr Nkosithando
Mpofu; Benito Tjoola; Jeanne Hunter; Prof Sarala
Krishnamuthy, and Prof Haileleul Woldemariam,
from NUST, pictured on a previous field trip with
members of the Ovadhimba community.

Dr Morgan Hauptfleisch, Research Coordinator: Faculty of Natural Resources and Spatial Sciences (second from left), pictured
with other wildlife experts at the Mole National Park in Ghana.

Conquering the hospitality industry
Five students from the Department of Hospitality and Tourism at NUST attended this year’s Future Leaders Forum held in
Johannesburg, South Africa. Sixty future leaders from reputable institutions across the SADC region attended the event.

This year’s event was organised by the South Africa National Convention Bureau, in conjunction IMEX, MPI and
MCI, which are all expert companies in the meetings and events organising industry. The students further got the
opportunity to compete against other universities’ for a spot in the upcoming International University Challenge in
Frankfurt, Germany. The Challenge is aimed at encouraging students to showcase their ideas and talents based on a
fictitious event proposal. It gives participants a deeper understanding about what the industry encompasses and to take
the next step in their career development.
One of the NUST students, Elina Shimhanda, made it to the final stages of the Challenge. She gave a presentation titled
‘Food of The Future,’ which highlighted the interwoven aspects of the global food industry. “We have learned a lot. I hope
to make my peers aware of opportunities like this one, because they are a vital part of enriching our understanding of
this dynamic Industry. Exposure is everything,” Shimhanda said excitedly.
Under the Faculty of Management Sciences, the University offers undergraduate degrees in Hospitality Management,
Culinary Arts, and Tourism Management. For more information, visit www.nust.na

Preserving the Ovadhimba culture
Staff from the Faculty of Human Sciences, Professors Sarala Krishnamurthy, Haileleul Woldemariam, recently
travelled to Ruacana, in the Omusati Region. The purpose of the trip was to collect data from the Ovadhimba
community.

The research forms part of the three-year EU-funded
project Protect, Preserve and Promote Indigenous
Cultures and Languages (P3ICL). The researchers
visited Omombu, Otjovanatje and Etunda villages
in the region, to gain detailed knowledge about the
cultural and linguistic expressions of the Ovadhimba
people. The Ovadhimba people are a sub-group of the
Ovaherero ethnic group.
“They call themselves the ‘mountain people.’ They
say they were left behind in the mountains when the
Ovaherero moved to the central parts of Namibia.
The women wear colourful beaded necklaces, as
well as bangles and ankle ornaments. Waist beads
are only worn by women who have given birth,” said
Prof Sarala Krishnamurthy.

Tentative Dates: 16 - 19 July 2019
Enquiries: E: nistcoordinator@nust.na		
Registration Deadline: Tuesday, 30 April 2019

Six men and women from the villages assisted with
the data collection. “They conveyed their fear that
the Oludhimba language would disappear if it was
not protected, preserved and promoted. One of the
pastors in the community gave us some books that
showed that initial work had been done in terms of
the orthography of the language. He also showed us a
Bible that had been written in Oludhimba,” remarked
Prof Krishnamurthy.
The P3ICL project is funded by the European Union to
the tune of N$3.9 million. The project aims to focus
on Owambo, Ovaherero and Khoekhoe indigenous
groups, producing a repository of cultural expressions
like proverbs and folk-tales. The overall goal is to
promote cultural unity and diversity in Namibia.

NUST students from the Department of Hospitality and Management, pictured in South Africa. FROM LEFT:
Malcolm Zimmer, Elina Shimhanda, Martha Paulus, Valentina Nepolo and Elia Neshiko.

Namibia Institute of Space Technology (NIST)
SHORT COURSE - International Space Law

Cost: N$7 000
T: +264 61 207 2539

The course is open to Degree holders with interest /experience in the field of space.
NOTE: Commencement of course depends on number of candidates registered.

Graduation Ceremony: 25 and 26 April 2019

